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013.04.0Abstract A solver is developed aiming at efﬁciently predicting rotor noise in hover and forward
ﬂight. In this solver, the nonlinear near-ﬁeld solutions are calculated by a hybrid approach which
includes the Navier–Stokes and Euler equations based on a moving-embedded grid system and adap-
tive grid methodology. A combination of the third-order upwind scheme and ﬂux-difference splitting
scheme, instead of the second-order center-difference scheme which may cause larger wake dissipa-
tion, has been employed in the present computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD)method. The sound pres-
sure data in the near ﬁeld can be calculated directly by solving the Navier–Stokes equations, and the
sound propagation can be predicted by theKirchhoffmethod.Aharmonic expansion approach is pre-
sented for rotor far-ﬁeld noise prediction, which gives an analytical expression for the integral function
in the Kirchhoff formula. As a result, the interpolation process is simpliﬁed and the efﬁciency and
accuracy of the interpolation are improved. Then, the high-speed impulsive (HIS) noise of a helicopter
rotor at different tipMach numbers and on different observers is calculated and analyzed in hover and
forward ﬂight, which shows a highly directional characteristic of the rotor HIS noise with amaximum
value in the rotor plane, and theHSI noise weakens rapidly with the increasing of the directivity angle.
In order to investigate the effects of the rotor blade-tip shape on its aeroacoustic characteristics, four
kinds of blade tips are designed and their noise characteristics have been simulated. At last, a new
unconventional CLOR-II blade tip has been designed, and the noise characteristics of the presented
CLOR-IImodel rotor have been simulated andmeasured compared to the reference rotorswith a rect-
angular or swept-back platform blade tip. The results demonstrate that the unconventional CLOR-II
blade tip can signiﬁcantly reduce the HSI noise of a rotor.
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Today, helicopter noise is one of the most important issues for
helicopter designers.1–5 Rotor system is the main source of
helicopter noise, and high-speed impulsive (HSI) noise and
blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise are two main types of ro-
tor aerodynamic noise.6,7 Generally, HSI noise emanates from
rotor blade tips when their Mach numbers exceed 0.85. Hence,SAA & BUAA.Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
Fig. 1 Overall schematic of a moving-embedded grid system.
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could restrict further improvement of ﬂight speed of a
helicopter.
In order to analyze and reduce HSI noise level, helicopter
designers need to obtain high-accuracy far-ﬁeld rotor noise
characteristics and identify the types of noise, and then read-
just blade shape or motion parameters. Normally, designers
need to iterate the above process for several times until an
acceptable solution is accomplished. Since far-ﬁeld rotor noise
signal data is expensive to measure,8 numerical techniques be-
come more appealing with the development and improvement
of computational power. Two kinds of numerical methods are
used to predict rotor noise, one of which is the acoustic anal-
ogy.9 The Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings (FW–H) equations are
the most general form of the Lighthill’s acoustic analogy.10,11
Williams and Hawkings11 employed the FW–H equations to
successfully solve the problem of rotor noise. However, Box-
well et al.8 discovered that the quadrupole source noise, which
was a volume source, had to be added to the thickness noise
calculations. Nevertheless, volume integration is computation-
ally expensive and could be difﬁcult to implement by the pres-
ent acoustic analogy. On the other hand, the computational
ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) method for simulating the nonlinear
near-ﬁeld with the Kirchhoff’s integral for the far-ﬁeld solu-
tion, which is called the Kirchhoff’s method, has been em-
ployed to predict the noise of helicopter rotor by Strawn
et al. 12 When the far-ﬁeld is assumed as linear, the radiating
sound could be evaluated based on quantities on certain con-
trol surface by the Kirchhoff’s integral formulation.13,14
Because the accuracy of the Kirchhoff’s method depends on
ﬂowﬁeld data, a combination of the third-order upwind
scheme and ﬂux-difference splitting scheme, instead of the sec-
ond-order center-difference scheme which may cause larger
wake dissipation, has been employed in the present CFD meth-
od and a Navier–Stokes solver based upon a moving embed-
ded-grid system and self-adaption technique has been
developed in the present work.
A harmonic expansion approach based on the ﬂowﬁeld
solution is presented which would be used to predict the rotor
far-ﬁeld noise, and the integral function in the Kirchhoff for-
mula could be given as an analytical expression form so that
the interpolation process is simpliﬁed and the interpolation
efﬁciency and accuracy are improved. As numerical examples,
calculations of rotor HSI noise have been carried out and com-
parisons between calculated results and available experimental
data have been conducted.
Blade-tip speed and tip shape are two key parameters to
determine HSI noise level. Although blade-tip speed is a
parameter which has signiﬁcant effects on HSI noise, it’s usu-
ally difﬁcult to be changed. Blade tip shape is another effective
parameter to reduce HSI noise characteristics. On one hand,
the shock wave on blade tip could be weakened when the tip
shape is optimized, thus the HSI noise could be reduced. On
the other hand, aerodynamic performance of the rotor could
also be improved by employing the optimized blade-tip shape.
Hence, in recent decades, lots of investigations on blade-tip
shape aiming at improving aerodynamic performance and
decreasing aeroacoustics of helicopter rotors have been con-
ducted, and some aerodynamic designs have been applied on
modern helicopters.15–17 In order to investigate effects of the
rotor blade-tip shape on its aeroacoustic characteristics, four
types of blade tips are presented, which are rectangular base-line, swept-back, tapered, and unconventional blade tips. Then
HSI noise characteristics of rotors with four types of blade tips
respectively have been numerically analyzed and compared by
the present numerical method in hover and forward ﬂight. At
the same time, a new unconventional CLOR-II blade tip has
been investigated, and noise characteristics of the three model
rotors have been simulated and measured. Some meaningful
conclusions have been obtained.
2. Mathematical formulation
2.1. Moving-embedded grids
The moving-embedded grids (see Fig. 1), are composed of
body-ﬁtted grids around blades and Cartesian background
grids. The body-ﬁtted and body-orthogonal C–H type grids
around the blade can take into account of the rigid blade ﬂap-
ping and pitching motions. An octree-based adaptive Carte-
sian grid technique is employed in the generation of the
background grids.
The ﬂowﬁeld is divided into two subzones by the present
grid system. The ﬁrst zone covers a small region around indi-
vidual blades, which is also shown in Fig. 1. In this subzone,
viscous effects are modeled by the Navier–Stokes solver. The
other subzone is surrounding the viscous subzone, which is
much larger than the viscous subzone, and the interactional
inﬂuence of blades are transferred in this zone. In order to
keep the balance between grid size and accuracy of rotor wake,
an adaptive grid method is employed. Here the octree-based
adaptive Cartesian grids have been used to generate the back-
ground grids, as a result, it can avoid changing cell shape and
data structure for ﬁtting blades. The grid reﬁnement is per-
formed according to the vorticity magnitude of the ﬂowﬁeld.
In the embedded grid system, emphasis should be put on:
(a) identifying the hole cell and hole boundary; (b) searching
donor elements. The essential of these processes is to ﬁnd
out the cell relationship among the embedded grid system.
Based upon the characteristics of moving-embedded grids for
the rotor ﬂowﬁeld, a hole-map method is simpliﬁed in the ver-
tical direction to increase the efﬁciency of identifying the hole
cell and hole boundary in the Cartesian background grids.
Thus the hole cell can be re-recognized and marked, when azi-
muth updating is performed. On the other hand, the inverse
map is established in a similar algorithm, and pseudo-search-
574 B. Wang et al.ing scheme of donor elements (PSSDE) is used for donor ele-
ment searching.18
2.2. Rigid blade motion
In the present analysis, the rigid blade ﬂapping, pitching, and
rotational motions are taken into account as follows:
bðtÞ ¼ b0  b1c coswðtÞ  b1s sinwðtÞ
hðtÞ ¼ h0  h1c coswðtÞ  h1s sinwðtÞ
wðtÞ ¼ Xt
8><
>: ð1Þ
where b, b0, b1c and b1s represent the blade ﬂapping angle, con-
ing angle, longitudinal ﬂapping angle, and lateral ﬂapping an-
gle, respectively; h, h0, h1c and h1s represent the blade pitch
angle, collective pitch, lateral cyclic pitch, and longitudinal
cyclic pitch, respectively; t is time, X the angular velocity,
and w the blade azimuthal angle.
The position of a typical point on the blade, r(x, y, z, t), in
space at any instant physical time can be related to
r0(x, y, z, 0), which is its initial position through the coordinate
system transformation
r ¼ RwðtÞRbðtÞRhðtÞr0 ¼ Trr0 ð2Þ
where Tr is the transformation matrix, which consists of the
rotating matrix RW(t), the ﬂapping matrix Rb(t), and the pitch-
ing matrix Rh(t).
To simplify the grid generation and ﬂowﬁeld calculation,
the rigid motion assumption is used, but the grid motion
would neglect additional elastic rotations in pitching and elas-
tic bending deformations, which could cause tiny (restricted)
difference. The CPU time has been decimated by the
assumption.
2.3. CFD method
2.3.1. Viscous zone
The Navier–Stokes equations over moving-embedded grids are
formulated in an inertia coordinate system. The governing
equations could be written in ﬁnite-volume forms asd
dt
ZZZ
V
WdVþ
ZZ
S
F  ndS
ZZ
S
Fv  ndS ¼ 0 ð3Þ
where W is the conserved variable; F and Fv are ﬂuxes; n is a
unit vector normal to the surface; V and S represent control
volume and control surface, respectively.
2.3.2. Spatial discretization in ﬁnite-volume formulation
The monotone upwind interpolation19 is used to determine the
state variables on either side of a cell face, which is given as
follows
UR ¼ Uiþ1  1
4
½ð1þ jÞD þ ð1 jÞDþUiþ1
UL ¼ Ui þ 1
4
½ð1þ jÞDþ þ ð1 jÞDUi
8><
>: ð4Þ
where Dþ ¼ Uiþ1UiUiþ1þðUiþ1UiÞ=2 and D ¼
UiUiþ1
UiðUiUiþ1Þ=2; j is spatial
accuracy parameter of the interpolation; subscript i and
i+ 1 denote two neighbor cells center location, the value
j= 1/3 represents an upwind biased scheme that is third-or-der accurate, and subscripts L and R represent the left and
right state, respectively.
In order to reduce the computational costs in the exact
solution of the Riemann problem, the Roe’s approximate Rie-
mann solver8 is employed. The numerical convective ﬂuxes at a
face of the control volume can be expressed as
ðQÞiþ1=2 ¼
1
2
½QðWRÞ þQðWLÞ  jARoejiþ1=2ðWR WLÞ ð5Þ
where Q is inviscid ﬂux, and ARoe denotes the Roe-averaged
Jacobian matrix.
The algebraic turbulence model of the Baldwin–Lomax
model20 is employed to calculate the turbulence ﬂow viscosity
coefﬁcient lt, and the laminar ﬂow viscosity coefﬁcient ll is ob-
tained by using the Sutherland law.
2.3.3. Temporal discretization in ﬁnite-volume formulation
A dual time-stepping approach21 is adopted in the present
study for the prediction of the three-dimensional ﬂowﬁeld of
helicopter rotors in both hover and forward ﬂight. Eq. (3)
can be replaced by
d
ds ðWmþ1Þ ¼ RðWmþ1Þ
RðWmþ1Þ ¼ d
dt
ðWmþ1Þ þ 1
V
½QðWmþ1Þ QvðWmþ1Þ
(
ð6Þ
with d
dt
Wmþ1 ¼ 3Wmþ14WmþWm1
2Dt .
where Dt ¼ 2p
XIB
is the physical time-step, IB the number of grid
points along the circumferential direction in the background
grids, Qv viscous ﬂux, and R* denotes unsteady residual.
The explicit ﬁve-stage Runge–Kutta scheme is used to inte-
grate Eq. (6).
2.3.4. Inviscous ﬂow zone
The inviscous ﬂow solver solves the Euler equations
d
dt
ZZZ
V
WdVþ
ZZ
S
F  ndS ¼ 0 ð7Þ
The Navier–Stokes equations can be simpliﬁed to these
equations, when viscous and heat conduction terms are equal
to 0.
2.4. Kirchhoff method
The equation for the acoustic pressure p at the microphone
location x and observer instant t has the following form:
pðx; tÞ ¼ 1
4p
Z
S
E1
rð1MarÞ þ
E2p
r2ð1MarÞ
 
ret
dS ð8Þ
In forward ﬂight, E1 and E2 are given as:
E1 ¼ ManMat  $p Man _pa1 þ ðMa2n  1Þpnþ
pþ ðcos fManÞ _p
a1ð1MarÞ
E2 ¼ 1Ma
2
ð1MarÞ2
ðcos fManÞ
The Kirchhoff surface is assumed to be moving with the
Mach number Mak. r is the distance between a point on the
Kirchhoff surface and the observer.Man andMar are the com-
ponents ofMak along the local surface normal direction n and
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the Kirchhoff surface, pn the derivative of p along the surface
normal direction, and p the gradient of the pressure on the
Kirchhoff surface. The free-stream speed of sound is assumed
uniform as a1, and f is the angle between n and r. The dot over
any quantity denotes its partial derivative with respect to time.
If the integration surface is discretized into enough grid
cells by the second-order centered difference technique, Eq.
(8) becomes
pðx; tÞ ¼ 1
4p
X E1
rð1MarÞ þ
E2p
r2ð1MarÞ
 
ret
 DS ð9Þ
The sum term in Eq. (9) is calculated on the Kirchhoff inte-
grated surface, and the integral function must be calculated
with retarded time. When parameters of each cell on the inte-
gration surface are obtained, the sound pressure, at instant t,
of an observing point can be estimated. Hence, one of the keys
of noise prediction is to ﬁnd each cell variable on the integra-
tion surface at the retarded time correctly.
The Kirchhoff surface can be chosen as rotating or non-
rotating surface. One major problem of the rotating Kirch-
hoff surface method is that Eq. (9) requires the surface to
move subsonicly. This requirement places a restriction on
the outer radial location for the rotating surface. If the inte-
grated surface is far enough from the rotor blade tip, the
supersonic motion would happen. On the other hand, if
the surface is too close to the blades, the acoustic solutions
may not be generally accurately captured. To overcome this
problem, a nonrotating Kirchhoff surface which completely
surrounds the rotating rotor blades has been used. Once
the rotational motion is avoided on the Kirchhoff surface,
its translational motion is always subsonic. However, one
disadvantage of this formulation is that it requires interpola-
tions from the rotating-grid CFD solution to the nonrotat-
ing Kirchhoff surface. In hover, Eq. (9) is simpliﬁed to
pðx; tÞ ¼ 1
4p
X
 pn
r
þ nr _p
a1r
þ nrp
r2
 
ret
 DS ð10Þ
where nr is deﬁned as n·r.
Hence, one of the keys of noise prediction is to ﬁnd each
cell parameters in the integration surface correctly.
The retarded time of each point source on the nonrotating
Kirchhoff surface in forward ﬂight is
s ¼ t
Ma1  rþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðMa1  rÞ2 þ ð1Ma21Þr2
q
a1ð1Ma21Þ
ð11ÞFig. 2 The nonrotating Kircwhere Ma1 is the Mach number of the forward speed.
Normally, an integration auxiliary surface, which sur-
rounds the blades, is established to determine the integral func-
tion of retarded time. Geometry of the surface is the same as
the nonrotating Kirchhoff surface, and, when t = 0, these sur-
faces coincide. When using Eq. (10) to carry out integrations,
the values of the integral functions on a ﬁxed integration sur-
face at s instant are required, such as p, pn and _p. Before inter-
polation, the overlapping cell between this surface and the
integration auxiliary surface at s instant needs to be found.
However, it’s too hard to ensure the accuracy of interpolation
by this method, especially for pn and _p. In order to solve the
problem, a technology for generating nonrotating Kirchhoff
surface in embedded grids has been used. At the same time,
a harmonic expansion approach is presented for rotor far-ﬁeld
noise prediction. The approach can give an analytical expres-
sion for the integral function in the Kirchhoff formula, and
thus simplify the interpolation process and improve the inter-
polation efﬁciency and accuracy.
A method used to obtain sound pressure on the side of the
integration control surface is presented here to show the pro-
cess. Firstly, the sound pressure value of the side surface can
be directly obtained from the ﬂowﬁeld at t instant. Secondly,
harmonic expansion is applied to obtain the value at f angle:
pðfðtÞÞ ¼ a0
2
þ
X1
l¼1
½an cosðlfðtÞÞ þ bn sinðlfðtÞÞ
; fðtÞ 2 ½0; 2p
ð12Þ
where l is harmonic number.
In forward ﬂight, p, _p and pn at s instant can be written in
the following forms:
pðsÞ ¼ a0
2
þ
X1
l¼1
½an cosðlXsÞ þ bn sinðlXsÞ ð13Þ
_pi;j;kðsÞ ¼
X1
l¼1
½anlX sinðlXsÞ þ bnlX cosðlXsÞ ð14Þ
pni;j;k ðsÞ ¼
1
DR
a
ð2Þ
0  a0
2
X1
l¼1
½ðað2Þn  anÞ cosðlXsÞ þ ðbð2Þn  bnÞ sinðlXsÞ
 !
ð15Þ
where superscript (2) substitutes an integration surface with a
separation of DR between itself and the control integration
surface, and the integration surface is the Kirchhoff surfacehhoff integration surface.
Fig. 3 Pressure distributions on blade surface at r= 0.88R for various azimuthal angles.
576 B. Wang et al.2 in Fig. 2(b). As a result, the normal gradient of sound pres-
sure does not need to be calculated using gradient theorem.
MakÆ$p can be expanded as
Mak  $p ¼ Mx @p
@x
þMy @p
@y
þMz @p
@z
ð16Þ
Since Mx and My are equal to zero, MakÆ$p can be esti-
mated by
@p
@x
. As shown in Fig. 2(b) at Points A and B,
@p
@x
can be written asFig. 4 Comparisons of calculated sound press
Fig. 5 Comparisons of calculated sound pressMx
@p
@x
¼ pA  pB
xA  xB ð17Þ
where pA and pB can be calculated by Eq. (13).
The far-ﬁeld noise, which is resulted from the top and bot-
tom of the Kirchhoff integration surface, can be solved by the
present method too. Therefore, at t instant, the total sound
pressure, at a ﬁxed observer, would be obtained. When the
time varies from t to t+ 2p/(KX), where K is the number of
blades, a single-period sound pressure time history could be
obtained.ure with experimental data (Matip = 0.90).
ure with experimental data (Matip = 0.88).
Fig. 6 Values of negative pressure peak with different Matip.
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3.1. CFD case
An SA349/2 helicopter rotor has three blades, each with an as-
pect ratio of 15, nonlinearly twisted, rectangular platform, and
an OA209 airfoil section. The pitch angle is
h= 8.42 + 2.14sinW  1.25cosW. Other operating conditions
are l= 0.26, X= 387.2 r/min, and CT/r= 0.067, where l
represents advance ratio and CT/r represents the blade loading
coefﬁcient.
Fig. 3 shows the predicted pressure distribution along the
blade chord length at the radial position of r = 0.88R (whereFig. 7 Sound pressure time history oR is blade radius). For comparison proposes, the experimental
data and calculated results are superimposed on the plots at
different azimuthal angles. The comparisons indicate that the
present CFD method can effectively simulate the strength
and locations of shockwave on the surface of a blade.
3.2. Noise calculation in hover
An UH-1H rotor22 has two blades with an aspect ratio of
13.71, which are untwisted and have a NACA0012 airfoil sec-
tion, in which R= 1.045 m and the collective pitch angle is 0.
In Fig. 4, the comparisons of the calculated results with the
available experimental data at two observers have been shown.
In Fig. 4, Matip is blade-tip Mach number. The calculated re-
sults are basically consistent with the experimental data. The
intensities of the negative pressure peaks are close, although
there is a small difference of phase position existing between
the calculated results and experimental data, and it is demon-
strated to some extent that the dissipation of the present meth-
od is small.
Fig. 5 shows the sound pressure during a period when the
Mach number of blade-tip is 0.88 and the observers are the
same as in Fig. 4. As shown in the ﬁgures, the calculated results
agree fairly well with the available experimental data. The neg-
ative pressure peak is dramatically reduced with the decrease
ofMatip. It is most likely caused by weakening of the gas com-
pression around the blade.
Fig. 6 shows the calculated values of negative pressure peak
under the conditions of differentMatip, and compared with thef an AH-1 rotor in forward ﬂight.
578 B. Wang et al.available experimental data. The compression of gas is en-
hanced with the increase of Matip, resulting in the increase of
negative pressure peak.
3.3. Forward ﬂight case
The noise of an AH-1 Cobra model23 in forward ﬂight has
been simulated. The working conditions are Matip = 0.665,
l= 0.258, and CT = 0.0054. Sound pressure time histories
of four observers are given in Fig. 7, and these points’ coordi-
nates are A(2.98R, 1.72R, 0), B(3.44R, 0, 0), C(2.98R,
1.72R, 0), and D(6.88R, 0, 0), respectively.
Although the values of simulation show the same trend as
the experimental data, there is a small difference between the
calculated negative pressure peak and phase position and the
experimental data, which is probably caused by the inaccuracy
of the ﬂowﬁeld simulation in forward ﬂight. In this simulation,
the distances, between the center of the rotation axial and the
observers A, B, and C, are identical, but the values of sound
are different due to unsteady characteristics of the forward
ﬂight ﬂowﬁeld, which demonstrates that the noise of the rotor
in forward ﬂight has more directional nature than that of the
rotor in hover.
4. Numerical applications
Quadrupole noise has been shown to contribute mainly to HSI
noise of a helicopter rotor. Quadrupole noise has signiﬁcant
directivity, and the amplitude of sound pressure is relevant
to transonic phenomena and other factors. In recent decades,
HSI noise becomes more important with the increase of heli-
copter ﬂight speed. Hence, several types of blade tips are de-
signed and tested to reduce a rotor’s HSI noise. In order to
investigate the effects of rotor blade-tip shape on its aeroacou-
stic characteristics, four types of blade tips have been designed,
and ﬂowﬁeld and HSI noise of rotors with these blade tips
have been simulated. Parameters of these blades are presented
in Table 1, and these different blades are shown in Fig. 8.
4.1. Hovering ﬁght
Fig. 9 shows comparisons of the predicted acoustic pressure
time histories with a blade-tip Mach number of 0.88
(X= 149.6 rad/s), and D is the distance between the center
of rotation and the observer. The calculated results show that
the swept-back tip blade could effectively reduce the intensity
of the negative pressure peak, at the same time the tapered and
unconventional tip blades could too. Over the whole azimuthalTable 1 Geometric parameters of blades.
Parameters Rectangular blade-tip Swept-back b
Chord (tip)/m 0.2 0.2
Swept position/m 1.8
Swept-back angle/() 20
Tapered position/m
Radius/m
Chord (base)/m
Twist
Airfoilrange of one rotation period, sound pressures of the rotors
with the swept-back, tapered, and unconventional blade tips
are lower than that with the rectangular blade tip, which indi-
cates they have the ability to reduce sound level. The reason
for all these is that the transonic ﬂow phenomena can be sup-
pressed in the blade-tip zone. It can be seen that the unconven-
tional blade tip shows more advantages due to its stronger
suppression ability on shock wave and transonic ﬂow, and as
a result, the unconventional blade tip can also reduce HSI
noise more effectively.
Fig. 10 shows frequency spectrum of rotor noise from dif-
ferent observing directions under the same condition. The ﬁg-
ure indicates that noise of a rotor decreases rapidly with
increasing observation angle, which is consistent with acoustic
characteristics. The harmonic of noise is reduced most slowly
when observation angle is 0, otherwise the higher order har-
monics decrease rapidly and noise intensity is lower than that
in the plane of the rotor disk. Only the results of the rectangu-
lar and tapered tips are given in Fig. 10 because rotors with
these tips show similar characteristics.
4.2. Forward ﬂight
In Fig. 11, V1 is magnitude of free-stream velocity, compari-
sons of the sound pressure time histories for three types of
blades are presented, where the circle line represents sound
pressure of the rectangular tip, the solid line represents sound
pressure of the swept-back tip, and the dash line represents
sound pressure of the unconventional tip. In forward ﬂight,
as seen in Fig. 11, noise intensity of the unconventional blade
tip is the lowest, noise of the rectangular blade tip is the worst,
and noise of the swept-back blade tip is lower than that of the
rectangular blade tip. Similar to hovering ﬂight, the unconven-
tional blade tip shows remarkable advantage in forward ﬂight.
5. Experiments and simulations of CLOR-II rotor
Based upon the previous work,24 an improved unconventional
CLOR-II blade tip (CLOR prototype was published in Ref. 24)
has been designed. The combinations of forward–backward
swept, taper, and airfoil conﬁgurations are adopted for tip de-
sign. In order to demonstrate the advantage of the CLOR-II
blade tip, a rectangular blade-tip rotor (Rotor 1) and a
swept-back blade-tip rotor (Rotor 2) are designed and tested
as reference rotors. The CLOR-II rotor (Rotor 3) consists of
two blades with a 1.1 m radius, a 9 minus twist, and 0.035
solidity. The noise experiments and simulations for the three
model rotors are conducted.lade-tip Tapered blade-tip Unconventional blade-tip
0.0667 0.1
1.6
Nonlinear
1.8 1.8
2
0.2
0
NACA0012
Fig. 8 Platforms of four types of blade-tips.
Fig. 9 Predicted sound pressure time histories of four types of rotors in hovering ﬂight (X= 149.6 rad/s).
Fig. 10 Frequency spectrum of rotor noise from different observer directions.
Numerical analysis on noise of rotor with unconventional blade tips based on CFD/Kirchhoff method 579The sound pressure time histories measured at a location of
1.7R from the hub center and 30 declination with the rotor
disk are given in Fig. 12 (Matip ¼ 0:45). It can be seen from
the ﬁgure that the CLOR-II blade tip has a lower sound pres-
sure level than the rectangular and swept-back ones, and the
sound pressure level of the swept-back one is lower than the
rectangular one. It is demonstrated that the CLOR-II blade-
tip rotor has better noise characteristics under a low blade-
tip Mach number.
For further validation of CLOR-II rotor noise character-
istics under the condition of a high blade-tip Mach number,
the noise characteristics of the three model rotors atMatip ¼ 0:85 have been calculated by the present numerical
method. To emphasize high speed impulse noise, the collec-
tive pitch angle is selected to be h0 ¼ 3 (low airload level).
Fig. 13 shows the sound pressure time histories of the three
model rotors at 3R from the rotor plane. As can be seen,
Rotor 1 with the rectangular blade tip achieves the highest
negative pressure peak and the swept-back blade tip reaches
a lower pressure peak in comparison, but Rotor 3 has a
much lower peak than the other two rotors which indicates
the ability of the CLOR-II tip in noise reduction. Compar-
isons of frequency spectrum of noise from the three model
rotors are given in Fig. 14. It can be concluded that Rotor
Fig. 11 Sound pressure time histories of three rotors in forward ﬂight.
Fig. 12 Comparisons of measured sound pressure time histories for three model rotors.
Fig. 13 Sound pressure time history of three model rotors.
Fig. 14 Comparisons of noise frequency spectrum of three
model rotors.
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Fig. 15 Comparisons of pressure contours of three model rotors.
Numerical analysis on noise of rotor with unconventional blade tips based on CFD/Kirchhoff method 5813 behaves similarly to Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 in the low fre-
quency region but attains a lower noise level with frequency
increasing. At the same time, no distinct difference exists be-
tween Rotor 1 and Rotor 2, but Rotor 2 performs better
noise characteristics at higher frequencies. The pressure con-
tours of the three model rotors are shown in Fig. 15. Rotor
3 obtains a much lower pressure gradient in vicinity of its
blade tip compared to Rotor 1 (at A) and rotor 2 (at B),
and no signiﬁcant shock exists except at Location C, so that
the blade-tip airload distributions are optimized and the
noise intensity is weakened. Furthermore, the maximum
pressure gradient position on Rotor 3 is far away from
the blade tip which decreases noise level at the observation
point. It shows that proper airload distributions, especially
in the blade-tip region, are important to ameliorate rotor
noise characteristics.6. Conclusions
A CFD/Kirchhoff solver has been developed aiming at pre-
dicting rotor noise in hover and forward ﬂight. A third-order
upwind scheme, the Navier–Stokes equations, an embedded-
grid system, and a self-adaption technique are employed to im-
prove accuracy of ﬂowﬁeld simulation. To simplify the inter-
polation process in calculation of the Kirchhoff formula, a
harmonic expansion approach is established. Based upon the
present CFD/Kirchhoff solver, investigations on the effects
of several types of rotor blade tips on a rotor’s HSI noise char-
acteristics have been conducted. Some conclusions have been
obtained as follows:
(1) A harmonic expansion approach is established to deter-
mine the integral function of the Kirchhoff equation,
and an analytical expression of the integral function
are obtained, which simpliﬁes the interpolation process
and improves the efﬁciency and accuracy of the
interpolation.
(2) Transonic rotor noise characteristics have strong direc-
tional nature, especially in forward ﬂight, and the
sound pressure peak decreases rapidly with the
increase of the observation angle from the rotor disk
plane.
(3) The model rotor with a CLOR-II unconventional blade
tip has shown better aeroacoustic characteristics than
the reference blade rotors, which demonstrates that thecombination of forward–backward swept, taper blade
tip, and airfoil conﬁguration has obvious capability to
decrease the noise level of a rotor.Acknowledgement
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